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Chemistry Institute, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WisconsinABSTRACT Measurements of inter- and intramolecular distances are important for monitoring structural changes and under-
standing protein interaction networks. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer and functionalized chemical spacers are the two
predominantly used strategies to map short-range distances in living cells. Here, we describe the development of a hybrid
approach that combines the key advantages of spectroscopic and chemical methods to estimate dynamic distance information
from labeled proteins. Bifunctional spectroscopic probes were designed to make use of adaptable-anchor and length-varied
spacers to estimate molecular distances by exploiting short-range collisional electron transfer. The spacers were calibrated
using labeled polyproline peptides of defined lengths and validated by molecular simulations. This approach was extended to
estimate distance restraints that enable us to evaluate the resting-state model of the Shaker potassium channel.INTRODUCTIONNew molecular insights have been gained in recent years by
integrating an array of chemical approaches for study of
proteins involved in several cellular and physiological pro-
cesses. To study the dynamics of proteins, it is crucial to
monitor inter- and intramolecular distances, often in real-
time. Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a spectro-
scopic method based on energy transfer between donor and
acceptor chromophores (1) that has been widely adopted
with the advent of genetically engineered probes (2). This
technique allows us to probe dynamic distance changes be-
tween 10 and 100 A˚ and report on transient structures in a
physiological milieu (1). Nonetheless, FRET estimates are
very sensitive to orientation, size, and flexibility of the fluo-
rescent groups, each of which may introduce errors when
used for distance measurements. Lanthanide resonance
energy transfer, a variant of FRET, significantly reduces
errors due to the orientation factor. However, long lifetimes
of the dye can systematically underestimate distances
because measurements are weighted toward the distance
of closest approach (3,4).
An alternative method uses chemical spacers capped by
functional groups at both ends to measure point-to-point
molecular distances (5–7). This chemical strategy is
straightforward but has found limited application, becauseSubmitted September 16, 2013, and accepted for publication November 7,
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0006-3495/13/12/2724/9 $2.00the readout is typically a single functional state and informa-
tion about other conformations is not available. In some
cases, streptavidin binding to a biotin-tagged spacer has
been exploited, but this strategy may trap the protein in a
nonnative state because the binding affinities are very high
(8). Our goal here was to develop a method that combines
spectroscopic probes with chemical spacers to overcome
the inherent limitations of each of these techniques and
provide a direct estimate of molecular distances within the
4–40 A˚ range.
Herein we report on the synthesis of a library of what we
believe to be novel chemical probes and a subsequent
approach based on a spectroscopic readout utilizing colli-
sional quenching (1) to dynamically monitor distances
between two sites. We envisioned that these hybridized
probes would serve as heterobifunctional spectroscopic
affinity labels for a desired target. We call the compounds
‘‘tethered quenchers’’. We demonstrate that distance infor-
mation can be inferred by measuring accessibility of a fluo-
rescent tag on one site to a variable-length collisional
quencher covalently affixed to a second site. Thus, the func-
tionalized variable-length quenchers act as chemical calipers.
The feasibility of our approach was determined using a
set of tethered quenchers to estimate distances in model
polypeptides. The rigid polypeptides served as molecular
rulers to calibrate the effective distance range for quenching
afforded by our probes. Lengths of our chemical calipers,
estimated from the experimental calibration studies, qualita-
tively matched those predicted from molecular-dynamics
simulations. Biological application of the tethered-quencher
approach was then defined by extending the method to
monitor protein dynamics of an exemplar voltage-gated
potassium (Kþ) channel, enabling dynamic distance
estimates during voltage-dependent-state transitions. The
studies reported here establish for the first time, to ourhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.11.010
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as versatile chemical calipers to estimate dynamic molecu-
lar distances. This optical approach may prove useful for
mapping subnanometer distance changes between both
intra- and intermolecular sites in large protein complexes.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Peptide preparation
Polyproline peptides of defined lengths containing 6 or 10 proline residues
(Pro6 or Pro10)were synthesized on an automated synthesizer (Preludemodel;
Protein Technologies, Tucson, AZ) by the University of Wisconsin-Madison
Biotechnology Facility. The polyproline substrates were flanked with a fluo-
rophore (tetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA)) on the N-terminal glycine cap
and a C-terminal cysteine residue with a free sulfhydryl group that can be
chemically modified. Peptides were stored as lyophilized powders.Quencher preparation
Quenchers with varied-size polyethylene glycol (PEG) linkers were synthe-
sized in approximately six steps for each compound. PEG linkers were cho-
sen for their high solubility in aqueous solution. The nitroxy radical (NO),
or dibromo groups, and maleimide were introduced in the last two steps us-
ing an amide-coupling reaction and Click chemistry between alkyne and
azide due to their high functional group compatibility. Synthesized com-
pound were frozen and stored in dimethyl sulfoxide.Cross-linking reaction
Tethered quenchers (10 mM, dimethyl sulfoxide) with a free maleimide
group attached were reacted with polyproline substrates (2.5 mM, buffered
water, pH 7.6) for 1 h and then frozen.Purification, verification, and quantification
of tethered quencher/polyproline complex
Compounds were purified on a reversed-phase HPLC (ProStar; Varian,
McKinley Scientific, Sparta, NJ) equipped with a ProStar 210 delivery
module and ProStar 335 photo-diode array detector (Varian, McKinley Sci-
entific) using a C18 column (Zorbax SB-C18; Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA) at a flow rate of 1 mL/min over 30–60 min using a linear
gradient from 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in 10% acrylonitrile/90% H2O to
90% acrylonitrile/10% H2O. Collected fractions were lyophilized and
stored as a powder. Fractions were reconstituted in buffered water and
analyzed using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass
spectrometry (Voyager DE Pro; Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies,
Temecula, CA) to determine molecular weight. Concentrations were deter-
mined using data from a Nanodrop 2000c spectrophotometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) for each sample. Samples were diluted
to a final concentration of 10 nM in tetrafluoroethylene.Fluorescence spectroscopy
Fluorescent counts were measured using a QuantaMaster Model C-60/2000
Spectrofluorimeter (Photon Technologies International; Birmingham, NJ)
with an excitation range 450–562 nm emitting at 572 nm to determine
the relative excitation spectrum. The emission spectrum was assayed over
a wavelength range from 525 to 700 nm, and excited at 500 nm. Peak emis-
sion wavelength of TAMRAwas reliably observed at 565–572 nm. Excita-
tion and emission spectra were obtained at 25C.Molecular biology and electrophysiology
Single-residue cysteines were engineered into select sites within the extra-
cellular loops of a mutated (T449F, C245V, C301S, C308S, C462A)
Shaker Kþ channel by using a QuikChange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene,
La Jolla, CA) and confirming by gene sequencing. For cRNA preparation,
plasmids were linearized by Not I digestion. cRNA was generated by
in vitro transcription using a T7 RNA polymerase kit (mMessage
mMachine; Ambion, Grand Island, NY). Ionic conductance and fluores-
cent signals were obtained using a customized, cut-open, voltage-clamp
fluorometry setup (CA-1B; Dagan Instruments, Minneapolis, MN. The
cut-open setup was placed on a stage of an upright microscope
(BX50WI; Olympus, Center Valley, PA). Light from a halogen-lamp
source (Hamamatsu Photonics, Bridgewater, NJ) was filtered with a
HQ535/50 bandpass filter and split using a Q565LP dichroic mirror
(Chroma Technology, Bellows Falls, VT).
Emitted light was filtered with an HQ610/75 bandpass filter (Chroma
Technology) and focused onto a PIN-020A Photodiode (OSI Optoelec-
tronics, Hawthorne, CA) by a condenser lens. The photodiode was con-
nected to the headstage of an integrating Axopatch 1B patch-clamp
amplifier (MDS Analytical Technologies, Sunnyvale, CA). To ensure that
the photocurrent was within the dynamic range of the amplifier, additional
current was fed into the summing junction of the headstage. Ionic currents
and fluorescent signals were obtained 24–36 h after cRNA injection into
mature Xenopus laevis oocytes. Oocytes were incubated in hyperpolarizing
or depolarizing solutions and labeled with trimethylrhodamine methyl ester
perchlorate (5–50 mM) for fluorescence experiments. TEA and tethered
quenching compounds (TEA-PEGn-NO; n ¼ 0–4) were prepared fresh
for each experiment and bath-applied to yield a final concentration of
1–2 mM for fluorescence quenching and pharmacology experiments.Simulations
Molecular-dynamics (MD) setups for the PEG and polyproline/PEG
systems are described in the Supporting Material. For the PEG chains
attached to the Shaker channel, Monte Carlo simulations were performed
in the dihedral space only and energies were calculated with the software
CHARMM 22 (http://www.charmm.org/) with the EEF1 solvation model.
Ten million cycles, corresponding to 1.8–2.25 M of sampled conforma-
tions (the rest were rejected moves), were carried out at a constant temper-
ature of 25C.Additional section available in the Supporting
Material
Detailed Materials and Methods are available in the Supporting Material.
To provide sufficient procedural details, however, an abbreviated Materials
and Methods section is given here.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rationale and synthesis of tethered
spectroscopic probes
Tethered reactive groups offer a unique chemical strategy to
obtain physical distance estimates by measuring the rate of
reactivity as a function of spacer length. The reactivity of
tethered functional groups depends on the distance of the
attachment site from the reaction site and spacer length.
Thus, by measuring the two variables, rate of reactivity
and spacer length, the distance between the tether site and
reactive site can be computed (7,9). Herein, to probeBiophysical Journal 105(12) 2724–2732
2726 Jarecki et al.dynamic structural changes, we substituted quencher-fluo-
rophore pairs where the fluorescence is quenched by a dy-
namic collisional quenching mechanism (Dexter energy
transfer). This short-range (5–8 A˚) mechanism of energy
transfer, in contrast to FRET, requires the molecular orbitals
of the fluorophore and quencher to overlap in space. Colli-
sional frequency between the two molecules is influenced
by diffusion rate and local concentration in solution (1).
Short-range quenching of this type has been used to deter-
mine protein depth in lipid membranes (10), study folding
(11) and accessibility (12,13), and to estimate intramolecu-
lar distances (14). Thus, we took advantage of the short-
range requirement for collisional quenching of TAMRA
fluorescence (1,14–16) and synthesized a library of spectro-
scopic probes (Fig. 1).
The basic structure for the first series of compounds (see
Fig. S1, Type 1, series a, in the Supporting Material)
included a maleimide tethered with a tetramethylpiperidine
oxide radical quencher separated by variable-length PEG
spacers (see additional Methods in the Supporting Material).
The maleimide group can react with an available nucleo-
phile, such as a cysteine, by S-alkylation to anchor the com-
pounds. PEG spacers were chosen for their high solubility in
aqueous solution. Next, we investigated the feasibility of our
method using these compounds as chemical calipers to esti-
mate distances in model polypeptides.Calibrating the tethered quencher approach
Polyprolines (n < 10) adopt a stiff all-trans type-II helix in
aqueous solution, as shown by NMR (17) and single-mole-
cule (18) fluorescence, and have been used to calibrate
distances measurements for FRET studies (19,20). The rela-
tionship between the quenching efficiency and spacer-
length of our synthetic compounds was calibrated with short
polyprolines that form well-defined structures (Fig. 1 B).
Polyprolines were functionalized by labeling an N-terminal
glycine residue with a fluorescent reporter (TAMRA) and
by adding a C-terminal cysteine for downstream chemical
modification. Cysteine-reactive tailed quenchers of varying
lengths were then attached at the C-terminal end and puri-cently-labeled (red star) substrate of known length with varied-length collisio
energy of a fluorescent probe (purple arrow) can be transferred, upon short-ran
the fluorescence emission (blue arrow).
Biophysical Journal 105(12) 2724–2732fied using HPLC. All products were verified by MALDI
mass spectrometry.
We evaluated the quenching efficiency of the tethered
probes using a proline 6 (Pro6) substrate. The substrate
spacer for this experiment has been demonstrated to have
a backbone contour length of ~18 A˚ and act as a rigid rod
(18). We measured the quenching efficiency of a range of
variable-length NO quenchers tethered to the C-terminal
cysteine of Pro6 (Fig. 2, A and B; see Fig. S1, compounds
A1–A6). Fig. 2 A shows the raw emission spectra of the
labeled Pro6 in the presence and absence of the tethered
quenchers.
The peak at ~570 nm was measured for various condi-
tions and normalized with respect to labeled Pro6 without
attached quenchers and plotted as a function of PEG length
(Fig. 2 B). The quenching efficiency exhibits a U-shaped
(nonmonotonic) dependence with respect to the number of
PEG units. This assay also appears to be exquisitely sensi-
tive to small length changes. For example, increasing the
tether by one PEG unit (~3.62 A˚; see Fig. S1, compounds
A1–A2) reduced the fluorescence intensity ~25%. Interest-
ingly, this phenomenon appears to have a steep cutoff dis-
tance as illustrated by the quenching efficiency of A6
(eight PEG units), which suggests the quenching groups
may have a directional preference or the spacers have a
limited ability to bend backward.
Next, we investigated the quenching efficiency of A1–A6
on a longer substrate (Pro10, Fig. 2 C). The length of the
Pro10 peptide has been estimated to be ~30 A˚ by single mole-
cule measurements (18). Our measurements of the emission
spectra of the labeled Pro10 in the presence of various
quenchers are consistent with the estimated length
(Fig. 2 D). Attaching quenchers with spacers of up to four
PEG units had no effect on the fluorescence of the peptide,
but any subsequent increase in PEG length yielded a mono-
tonic decrease in the peak intensity of the fluorescence. Due
to the difficulty in synthesis of longer PEG spacers, we did
not explore the possibility that a true fluorescence minimum
may be observed for longer PEG lengths. Together, these
data provide a calibration curve for tethered quenchers to pro-
vide distance estimates of up to 30 A˚with increments of 4 A˚.FIGURE 1 Strategy utilizing a tethered
quencher approach to estimate distances. (A) Teth-
ered quenchers are bifunctional spectroscopic
probes that make use of a target-specific adaptable
anchor and length-varied spacers to estimate
molecular distances by exploiting short-range
collisional electron transfer. Probes designed for
initial characterization of the method using proline
polypeptide substrates consist of a maleimide
(MAL) anchor and a nitroxide radical quenching
moiety separated by different-sized polyethylene-
glycol (PEG) spacers. (B) N-terminal fluores-
nal quenchers (green circle) tethered to the C-terminus. The excited-state
ge overlap of donor and quencher orbitals, to a quenching group reducing
FIGURE 3 PEG chain distributions and contact models from MD simu-
lations. Data shown in panels A and B are for isolated PEG chains, and
those for panels C–H are for PEG chains attached to polyproline peptides,
with the chromophore (TAMRA) and quencher groups attached to the PEG
chain and polyproline as in the experimental setup. (A) Distribution of end-
to-end distances of PEG chains (n ¼ 1–4). The distance between the first
carbon and the last carbon in PEG chain was measured. (B) Average
end-to-end distances with standard deviations over the simulations as the
error bars. Points were fit using a spline function. (C and D) (White ribbon)
Polyproline backbone (Pro6); (pink sticks) PEG. (Ball-and-stick represen-
tation with oxygen in red, nitrogen in blue, and carbon in cyan) TAMRA
and NO; all hydrogens are hidden. Direct contact is observed in panels
C and D for the PEG 3 and PEG 5 simulations, respectively. In contrast,
a wrapping contact is observed for the PEG 7 (E) and PEG 9 (F) simula-
tions. (G and H) Simulated fluorescence intensity estimates as a function
of PEG unit. Fluorescence intensity was calculated by integrating the
normalized OO distance distribution from 0 to 7.5 A˚ (peak), for (G) Pro6
and (H) Pro10. OO distance is measured between oxygen in TAMRA group
and oxygen in NO group.
FIGURE 2 Relation between quenching efficiency and spacer length of
PEG compounds affixed to proline polypeptides. Emission spectrum illus-
trating change in relative fluorescence intensity, in arbitrary units (Au), for
(A) Pro6 and (C) Pro10 tethered to quenching compounds of varied PEG
spacer lengths (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material; compound A1–
A6). (Adjacent) Histograms of the percent change in fluorescence intensity
as a function of the number of PEG spacers for (B) Pro6 and (D) Pro10
TEMPO is a cysteine-reactive compound with a nitroxide radical and no
PEG spacers (PEG ¼ 0).
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observations
To gain further insight into the behavior of the variable-length
spacers, we examined various PEG spacers in the absence of
any tethering using molecular simulations. MD simulations
of the PEG tethers were carried out using an implicit solvent
model (GBSW, see the SupportingMaterial). The distance be-
tween the first carbon and the last carbon in the PEGchainwas
calculated, allowingus to approximate the end-to-enddistance
formultiple PEGchains.As shown inFig. 3A, the distribution,
for PEG chains containing<3 units, is narrow. This indicates
that these molecules act as rigid units. However, addition of
one PEG unit (PEG 4) noticeably broadens the distribution.
We then carried out these simulations for longer PEG chains
(n> 4), and observed the similar trend (Fig. 3B). As the chain
length increased, we observed two main features:
1. The standard deviation increased, illustrating the wide
range of configurations sampled as the chain becomes
more flexible; and
2. The end-to-end distance for chains containing <5 PEG
units is a linear function of the number of PEG units, sug-
gesting that the shorter chains may serve as rulers to
approximate distances between two sites.
To further investigate the contact probability between two
sites as a function of chain flexibility, we ran simulations
with PEG chains of different lengths attached to a polypro-
line (Pro6 or Pro10). The chromophore and quencher wereBiophysical Journal 105(12) 2724–2732
2728 Jarecki et al.attached to the polyproline and PEG as in the experimental
setup; care was exercised to treat the interactions that
involve the chromophore and quencher (see Fig. S2 and
Fig. S3). To simulate quenching as a function of PEG
spacers, we derived a quenching probability by monitoring
the OO distance between oxygen in the TAMRA aromatic
ring and oxygen in the quencher group (NO). Our analysis
shows that regardless of the lengths of the polyproline and
the PEG chain, the OO distance distribution peaks at
~7.5 A˚, which clearly reflects the attraction between
TAMRA and NO. Therefore, a cutoff value of 7.5 A˚ was
used to estimate the quenching probability by counting the
fraction of conformations in which the OO distance is
shorter than the cutoff (see the Supporting Material ).
Analysis of the trajectories from different simulations re-
vealed two different contact modes between TAMRA and
NO. When the PEG chain is short (m ¼ 3–5, see the Sup-
porting Material), more-extended structures are observed
(Fig. 3, C and D)—referred to as the direct contact mode.
With a longer PEG chain (m ¼ 7, Fig. 3 E), it wraps around
TAMRA. This is referred to as the wrapping contact mode.
Formation of the wrapping contact mode reflects favorable
van der Waals interactions between the PEG chain and the
large aromatic surface of TAMRA. This interaction is remi-
niscent of the fact that PEG 400 increases the solubility of
benzoic acid (21). However, with even longer PEG chains
(m ¼ 9), the entropy cost for a compact chain configuration
becomes too large and the degree of wrapping loosens up
(Fig. 3 F). Owing to the stabilizing effect of the compact
wrapping conformation, the fluorescence intensity mini-
mum (peak quenching probability) occurs at a PEG length
favoring the compact wrapping contact. This corresponds
to a PEG length of 6–7 for the Pro6 systems and qualitatively
explains the nonmonotonic behavior of the fluorescence in-
tensity (compare Figs. 3 G and 2 B).
For Pro10, formation of the direct contact mode becomes
increasingly easier as the PEG length increases from m ¼
3–9. Thus, no wrapping contact is observed for PEG chains
up to m ¼ 9. These observations are qualitatively consistent
with the nonmonotonic dependence of the fluorescence in-
tensity on the PEG length (compare Figs. 3 H and 2 D).
Because Pro10 is substantially longer than Pro6, it is pre-
sumed that longer PEG chains are required to form the
wrapping contact mode and therefore reach a minimum in
the fluorescence intensity. In short, the MD simulations
are able to qualitatively capture the dependence of the
quenching profile on the PEG chain length for both Pro6
and Pro10, lending support to the qualitative correlation
between features of quenching profile and distance.Toolset for distance mapping in a biological
system
To validate the utility of the tethered quenchers as an
approach to obtain distance measurements in living cells,Biophysical Journal 105(12) 2724–2732we targeted the voltage-dependent Shaker Kþ channel.
Among the numerous biological targets we considered,
voltage-gated ion channels (VGICs) were an attractive
target owing to their essential role in cellular excitability
(22). Several high-resolution structures of VGICs have
been solved (23–27) but, in all instances, the voltage-sensor
is in an activated conformation. To understand the detailed
workings of VGICs, it is necessary to obtain information
about the structure of the channel in resting conformation,
which is still a matter of debate (28). Spectroscopic methods
(3,29–34) suggest a small movement of the voltage sensor,
whereas chemical (8,35–42) spacer data are consistent
with large-scale rearrangement of the voltage sensor.
Thus, we postulated that the tethered quencher approach
would complement the previous measurements and may
shed new light on voltage-sensor movements. This strategy
allows for examination of both conducting (activated/open)
and nonconducting (resting) functional states.
To map the conformations of the voltage sensor in resting
and activated states, environment-sensitive fluorescent tags
were attached to engineered cysteines in the voltage-sensing
or pore domain of the Shaker Kþ channel. In response to de-
polarizing pulses from a resting membrane potential, these
fluorescent probes typically generate a quenching or a de-
quenching signal (29,31) due to a change in microenviron-
ment. Addition of an extrinsic quencher can modify this
fluorescence signal by preferentially quenching the fluores-
cent probe in one state relative to the other. As shown in
Fig. 4 C, if the fluorescence signal decreases upon channel
activation, then a resting-state-specific quencher will further
decrease the amplitude of the fluorescence signal. If, on the
other hand, the quenching group prefers the activated state,
then the fluorescence signal will increase. No change in the
amplitude of the fluorescence signal indicates that either
none of the states are quenched, or that the quenching is
state-independent.
For these experiments, we synthesized another set of
tethered quenchers (see Fig. S1; compounds C0–C4) with
a pore-blocking moiety (TEA) to anchor our calipers to
the channel (Fig. 4 A and Fig. S1, Type 2, series a). Cysteine
residues were then engineered into extracellular regions
(S1–S2, S3–S4, and S5–S6) of a cysteine-removed
(D4Cys) channel background (31). Initially, several extra-
cellular target sites for cysteine insertion were scanned.
The criteria for choosing ideal sites was based on the ability
to fluorescently report a change in environment as a function
of voltage, and estimated distance from the channel pore
determined from crystal structures.
We then generated a high-affinity TEA site (T449F)
within the pore (43). The phenylalanine residues contributed
by each of the four subunits coordinate and tightly bind to
the quaternary ammonium ion via a cation-p interaction
(44). This substitution significantly increases the blocker
affinity and effectively reduces the Ki by ~100-fold (~20–
0.5 mM) compared to wild-type channels (43).
FIGURE 4 Scenarios for fluorescence quenching and data from voltage-
clamp fluorometry experiments. (A) A general chemical structure of the
pore-anchored potassium-channel-specific tethered quencher backbone.
(B) Percent inhibition of ionic potassium current (IK) after addition of
vehicle, commercial TEA, or tethered quenchers (C2) with a TEA moiety
(T.Q.). Additional controls were tested including freely diffusing (F.D.)
conditions where the TEA moiety is absent from the T.Q. compound and
no anchor where the high-affinity TEA site within the channel pore is
removed. (C) Panel of hypothetical schemes for tethered quenching of flu-
orescently labeled residues. (Left) Voltage sensors (blue) of labeled chan-
nels in a resting state when no currents pass through the pore (yellow)
yield a baseline fluorescent signal, F, from an unquenched state. Upon de-
polarization (þVm) voltage sensors activate, which results in fluorescence
quenching because the probe is exposed to the solvent. Next, consider a
tethered quencher that quenches the fluorophore in the resting state to
some degree. Upon depolarization, the signal goes down further and is
equal to the activated-state signal. The net result is that the change in fluo-
rescence is reduced (DF2 < DF1) when the quencher interacts with the flu-
orophore in resting state. If, on the other hand, the quencher interacts with
the probe in the activated state of the voltage sensor, then the fluorescence
signals from the activated state will be further reduced. As a result, the dif-
ference between the resting and activated fluorescence signals will increase
(DF1>DF3) and theDFwill be higher in the presence of quencher. In some
cases, the fluorescence increases upon depolarization in the absence of
quenchers. In those instances, if the DF increases upon addition of the
Tethered Spectroscopic Probes for K Channels 2729This point becomes critically important because at suffi-
ciently high concentrations, free quenchers can directly
quench fluorescence of the label on the channel. To this
end, we showed that a working concentration <10 mM
for the NO quenchers does not reduce the fluorescence
intensity (see Fig. S4). Thus, utilizing the high-affinity
clone allowed the use of a lower concentration for the
tethering studies and eliminated the possibility of con-
tamination from freely diffusing/nonanchored molecules.
Potency of C0–C4 was determined based on blocking of
Kþ current under voltage-clamp and comparison to the
commercially available TEA. Ionic currents were signifi-
cantly reduced by 78.5 5 6.2% (p ¼ 0.00014; n ¼ 4) and
78.1 5 8.6% (p ¼ 0.0014; n ¼ 3) with 1 mM of the
commercial TEA and C0–C4, respectively, compared to
vehicle (Fig. 4 B). Other controls such as quenching groups
lacking a TEA moiety did not significantly reduce ionic cur-
rents (97.7 5 2.1%, p ¼ 0.67, n ¼ 3 and 93.8 5 2.4%,
p ¼ 0.23, n ¼ 7), indicating that the observed current reduc-
tion is due to specific binding of the TEA to the Kþ channel
pore.Tethered quenchers as chemical calipers for
Shaker KD channels
We obtained distance constraints for four different sites on
the Shaker Kþ channel using voltage-clamp fluorometry.
As shown in Fig. 4 D (black traces), fluorescence intensity
increases during depolarization for the E422C site, whereas
the intensity decreases for the other three sites. The polarity
of the signals allows us to obtain distance restraints in both
activated (upward deflection, E422C) and resting (down-
ward deflection, A359C, M356C, and T276C) states (45).
The voltage-dependent fluorescent signals for each site are
shown in Fig. 4 D in the presence and absence of the vari-
able-length tethered quenchers. Control experiments using
1 mM commercially available TEA or S-C1 did not alter
the fluorescent signal intensity. In contrast, addition of the
pore-anchored quenchers significantly modified the signals
in a site- and spacer-specific manner.
Using the structural coordinates for TEA-bound KcsA
(46). we placed TEA in the putative resting state of the
Kv 1.2/2.1 paddle chimera (47). Upon inspection of the
resting-state model (Fig. 5, A and B), we observed that
one monomer appeared disconnected and lacked several
molecular contacts conserved within the other monomers.quencher, then the label and quencher are interacting much more effectively
in the resting state. In contrast, a reduced DF signal indicates that the label
and quencher are in close proximity in the activated state. (D) Representa-
tive voltage-dependent fluorescence signals in the presence and absence of
tethered quenchers of varying PEG lengths (0–4). (Black traces) Absence of
quenchers. (Colored traces) Variable-length quenchers added during the re-
cordings. (Traces) Baseline-corrected for background fluorescence before
initial recording. (Top columns) Mutant constructs; (left) quenching condi-
tions. Scale bar represents 20 ms; depolarization voltage step ¼ þ40 mV.
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FIGURE 5 Quenching summary at multiple sites within the Shaker po-
tassium channel. General open-state structure of the rat Kv1.2/2.1 paddle
chimera (A, side-in; B, top-down) with TEA docked in the pore (blue arrow)
and the four engineered cysteine sites in color. Structure derived from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB:2BOC). Scale bar (bottom right, panel A) is equal
to one PEG unit. Histograms illustrating averaged responses (n ¼ 3–10) for
tethered quenching experiments for each cysteine construct (C) E422C, (D)
A359C, (E) M356C, and (F) T276C with the varied-length PEG spacers
(0–4). Normalized DDF was calculated by taking the difference in DF
before and after addition of the quencher and normalizing it with respect
to DF before addition. Maximal responses were fit using a spline function
to generate an approximate PEG-unit quenching response curve. The
response curve is right-shifted when comparing the maximal response
upon moving N-terminal in the protein with respect to the pore. Colors
are conserved throughout the figure.
2730 Jarecki et al.Therefore, this monomer was not included in the average
distance calculations.
The average measured distance from the center nitrogen
of TEA to residues corresponding to the sites labeled in
the Shaker Kþ channel (based on sequence homology
(24)) were 27 5 2 A˚ for E422, 30 5 2 A˚ for A359,
305 2 A˚ for M356, and 505 3 A˚ and T276 in the resting
state. Fig. 5, C–E, shows that the fluorophore at E422C is
maximally quenched by PEG2 whereas those at positions
A359C and M356C were quenched most efficiently by
PEG3. Among the compounds tested, PEG4 appears to
quench the fluorophore on T276C most efficiently, but it
is unclear whether this compound is the optimal quencher
because we lack data for longer-length quenchers. Interest-Biophysical Journal 105(12) 2724–2732ingly, the average point-to-point distances between the cen-
ter nitrogen on TEA and oxygen in the quenching moiety, in
an extended conformation, for PEG-2 is ~30 A˚, PEG-3 is
~33 A˚, and PEG-4 is ~36 A˚. Thus, the quenching efficiency
of the various length quenchers appears to be in good qual-
itative agreement with the positions of these sites relative to
the TEA in the resting-state structural model (47).
The assumption that these PEG spacers are in an extended
conformation is not unreasonable, because when there are
fewer than four PEG units these linkers do not have suffi-
cient conformational flexibility to bend back, as evidenced
in our molecular simulations (Fig. 3). Although the size
and orientation of the fluorophore and the molecular con-
tacts between the caliper and the protein are important for
determining the quenching efficiency, our assay appears to
be surprisingly sensitive and can discriminate between sites
separated by only a few A˚ngstroms, suggesting this method
may be suitable for sub-nanometer-distance measurements.
Furthermore, our experimental distance estimates suggest
that the resting-state model of the voltage-gated Kþ channel
proposed by Jensen et al. (47) based on constrained MD
simulations is within reason and likely to resemble the func-
tional state of the channel.CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, we have developed what we believe to be a
novel method to dynamically measure molecular distances
by fusing chemical and spectroscopic approaches. This ver-
satile strategy resulted in a synthesis of an apparently new
class of probes called tethered quenchers. Efficiency and
sensitivity was evaluated using model polypeptides to cali-
brate our tethered quenchers, then validated in a biological
setting using the multimeric Shaker Kþ channel. By taking
advantage of a short-range quenching mechanism and
chemical tethering, we demonstrate that we can reliably
probe dynamic distances <30 A˚ while resolving length dif-
ferences of <4 A˚. Critical to the utility of our method for
measuring point-to-point distances is the observation that
an optimal point of quenching can be obtained. This unique
feature of our assay is illustrated by the fact that the point of
optimal quenching is directly dependent on the number of
PEG units, where linkers too short or too long do not result
in maximal quenching.
It is notable that Cha and Bezanilla (12) showed that pore-
blocking molecules such as TEA and agitoxin can affect the
fluorescence signal arising from a modulation of the confor-
mational changes associated with pore opening. However,
this would not be predicted to affect our quenching mea-
surements because all recordings were done in presence of
TEA, allowing us to examine the trend in quenching from
TEA-NO to TEA-(PEG)4- NO. As such, a reliable esti-
mate between the two points can be determined using the
end-to-end distances of the specific quenching compound.
These data are consistent with the hypothesis that shorter
Tethered Spectroscopic Probes for K Channels 2731PEG chains can act as stiff, rigid units where the extended
conformation closely resembles the average end-to-end dis-
tance. Indeed, our MD simulations qualitatively reproduce
these results, demonstrating that shorter PEG chains (<7
PEG units) allow a direct contact between the fluorophore
and the quencher to form.
As a result, quenching efficiency is predicted to increase
as a function of the number of PEG units where optimal
quenching occurs when the PEG chain flexibility allows
for increased probability of direct contacts to form. How-
ever, with longer PEG chains, chain entropy favors a loose
configuration, decreasing the contact probability Thus, at a
qualitative level, it is appropriate to correlate the PEG length
at which the fluorescence intensity reaches a minimum with
the distance that separates the tethering points of the fluoro-
phore and the PEG chain. However, the interaction between
the PEG chain and other components in the system is crit-
ical. Therefore, it is conceivable that the interaction between
the PEG chain and the environment can affect the observed
behavior.
Given the structural similarity between VGICs and the
available chemical anchors, the strategy established here
can be extended to examine more-complex proteins such
as the heteromultimeric voltage-gated Naþ or Caþ channels.
As such, this method can be used to complement chemical
and spectroscopic approaches based on the target, desired
readout, and system constrains. Furthermore, with the recent
progress of unnatural amino acid (UAA) incorporation in
chemical biology, one can easily adapt a tethered quencher
strategy to investigate protein-protein interactions and esti-
mate distances without the limitations of the fluorophore
attachments. Such an application may utilize a combination
of chemistry, pharmacology, and toxicology, and fluores-
cence spectroscopy in addition to UAA incorporation. For
example, PEG units can be added to a target molecule
(48,49), Click chemistry can be used to attach an array of
bioconjugates, and fluorescent UAA derivatives (with
turn-on, turn-off properties) can be incorporated into the
protein backbone along with target-selective toxins in a
site-specific manner (2,50).
It is also notable that the fundamental characteristics of
the tethered quencher probes can be tailored based on the
biological system using caged groups or profluorescent
derivatives, various quenching molecules, and anchoring
pairs. For example, we successfully substituted the nitroxy
radical for a brominated moiety and consistently achieved
quenching (~70% relative to NO) of our fluorescent
probe. The flexibility afforded by our approach allows
one to develop a strategy suitable for not only their pro-
tein of interest but within the expression system. Taken
together, such multifaceted strategies may play a critical
role in understanding protein dynamics and elucidating
regulatory mechanisms involved in pathology with the
aim of developing better therapeutics to treat the
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